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Unbounded operators with spectral decomposition properties 
I. ERDÉLYI 
The general spectral decomposition problem for bounded linear operators on 
a complex Banach space X has been formulated and studied in [4]. In this paper 
we extend the problem to the unbounded case and show that the single valued 
extension property remains valid for a class of closed linear operators on X. 
While the theory of unbounded decomposable operators considered in [2, 3] 
relies heavily upon the concept of spectral capacity [1], here we make the theory 
independent of such an external constraint. 
A short glossary of notations now follows. For a subset S of the complex 
plane C, S denotes the closure, Sc the complement, conv S the convex hull and 
d(X, S) the distance from a point X to S. 'S denotes the collection of all open sets 
in C. For a linear operator T on X we use the following notations: the domain 
DT, the spectrum A(T), the resolvent set Q(T) and the resolvent operator R(- ; T). 
A subspace (closed linear manifold) Y of X is invariant under T if T{YC\DT)A Y. 
Inv (T) denotes the family of invariant subspaces under T. For Inv (T), we 
write T\Y for the restriction of T to Y and we abbreviate XI-T by X-T, where 
X£C and I stands for the identity operator. 
Let T\ Z ) r ( c l ) - I be a closed linear operator. 
1. Definition. A spectral decomposition of Xby T\s afinite system {(Gf, 7,)}c: 
c ^X Inv (T) with the following properties: 
0) a(T) c U Gr, 
(Ü) *=2Yt; 
(iii) a(T\Yi) c G; for all i. 
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2. Definition. T is said to have the spectral decomposition property (abbrev. 
SDP) if for every finite open cover {(Jf} of a(T), there is a system {Y , } c lnv (T) 
with the following properties: 
(I) Yt c DT if Gt is relatively compact; 
( I I ) {((?,-, F,)} is a spectral decomposition of X by T. 
Our objective is to show that T with the SDP possesses the single valued exten-
sion property. For this we need a lemma. 
3. Lemma. Given T, let f: D—DT be holomorphic on an open connected set 
DczC and satisfy conditions: 
/(A) ^ 0 and (A-r )/ (A) = 0 on D. 
If Felnv(r) is such that {/(A): for some G£<S then D<z<r{T\Y). 
Proof. Define 
H = {;.€/>: /(;.), /'(/),/"(;.),..., SF}. 
H has the following properties: 
(a) (b) H is open; (c) H is closed in D; (d) Ha<j(T\Y). 
(a): Let A0€G. For r>0 sufficiently small, r={X£C: |A-A0|=r}cG and 
then by hypothesis, {/(A): A £ r } c Y. By Cauchy's formula 
(b): Let h i H . Then W W J ' W . - ^ - Since/,/',/",... areanalytic, 
they admit Taylor series expansions in an open neighborhood F(A0) of A0 and hence 
/ (n )(A)£F on F(A0) for «=0 ,1 ,2 , . . . . Thus F(A0)c/7. 
(c): H=\ n a(n))-1mlnz'. 
«- N=O J 
(d): Let The vectors / (n)(A) are not all zero because otherwise /=0. Let 
m = min {n:/(">(A) ^ 0}. 
If m=0 then 7/(A)=A/(A) and 
(1) T/(m) (A) = A/(m) (A) for m > 0. 
(1) holds because / is jT-analytic (cf. [5, Lemma 2.1]) on D. In either case, / ( m ) (A) is 
an eigenvector of T\Y with respect to the eigenvalue A. 
By properties (a), (b), (c) H=D and then property (d) concludes the proof. 
4. Theorem. Every T with the SDP has the single valued extension property. 
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Proof. Let f: D—DT be locally holomorphic on an open D<zC and satisfy 
identity 
( A - J T ) / ( A ) = 0 o n D. 
We shall adapt the proof of [4, Theorem 8] to the unbounded case. We may assume 
that D is connected and contained in A(T), for DC\Q(T)T^% implies that f—0 
on some open set and hence on all of D, by analytic continuation. Fix A0£Z> and 
choose real numbers r± and r2 such that 0</-2</-1<ii(i0, Dc). Let 
G! = { A : | A - A 0 | < r j , G2 = { A : | A - A 0 | > r2}. 
Then Glt G2 cover a(T), Gx is both convex and compact, and 
(2) D + G2. 
By the SDP of T, there are YT, Y2£Inv ( T ) verifying the following conditions: 
X = Y X + Y2 with Y1CZDT; 
(3) <x(r|y;) c G , i = 1,2. 
There is an open VcD—Gj and there are functions V — Y I ( I = 1,2) such that 
(4) f(LI) = f M + f M on V. 
Since the ranges of both/ and fx are contained in Dr, so is the range of f2. There 
is a function g: V-*Y1OY2 defined by 
g(/0 = (ii-T)fM = (r-p)/2(i0^ny2, HdV. 
Since Y1C\Y2 is invariant under T\YX and Gx is convex, we have 
(¡(T^C) 7a) <= conv o{T\Y,) c Gt. 
Consequently, VaG^QiT^^ Y2). The function h: V-Y^Yz, defined by 
h(ii) = R(inT\Yir)Y2)g(ji)(iY1C}Y2, ¡xdV 
has property 
o i - T ) [ h ( j i ) - f M ] = o. 
Since both h(V)aYl,f1(V)^Y1 and VCLQ^Y^, we have 
fM = h(^Yir\Y2 on V. 
Then (4) implies that f(ji)£Y2 on V and hence f(ji)£Y2 on all of D, by analytic 
continuation. Now if / is not identically zero on D then Lemma 3 implies that 
D<za(T\Y2). This, under hypothesis (2), contradicts the second inclusion of (3). • 
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